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… Red Eye Pilot does just that.The unique Red Eye Wizard allows you to quickly adjust the eye redness.Lightsource controls allows you to align the eye and the light source.Saves each step in the process so you can Undo and come back with better results if needed.Red-Eye Pilot works only… Red Eye Pilot does just that.The unique Red Eye Wizard allows you to quickly adjust the eye
redness.Lightsource controls allows you to align the eye and the light source.Saves each step in the process so you can Undo and come back with better results if needed.Red-Eye Pilot works only… Red Eye Pilot is a powerful correction tool for removing red eyes from photos. With just a few simple steps, Red Eye Pilot can help users with their photo editing needs. Using the advanced features
of the software, users can remove red eyes from images without using… Yasoi Auto Correct is an intelligent spot removal utility for Photoshop, that automatically eliminates spot, dust, and other digital imperfections. Yasoi Auto Correct works seamlessly with your favorite editing software so you can perform the most complex… Dr. Video Pro for Windows allows you to easily improve the
colors in your videos and convert them to high quality MP4 formats. Built-in support for AVI, MPEG, and WMV files • Three sliders for adjusting the white balance • Remove noise • Apply the sharpness,… You can easily crop and save image in different sizes with these tools. These great high quality image tools are very easy to use and very effective. Image-Resize Tool This is the best image
resize utility which is used to resize your images in all possible ways with a few clicks. It… Red Eye Remover is an easy to use software to easily remove or camouflage camera flash red eyes from portraits. This powerful software has complete removal tools, background replacement tools and other features. Red Eye Remover include 2 modes of application: – Full… Red Eye Remover is an
easy to use software to easily remove or camouflage camera flash red eyes from portraits. This powerful software has complete removal tools, background replacement tools and other features. Red Eye Remover include 2 modes of application: – Full… Sliders Power Profiler - is a software for skins changing. The tool includes soft and other effects, for changing skin; hair, lips, eyes; nails and
face
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Red Eye Pilot Plugin is a Photoshop, Paint Shop Pro, Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004 and Acrobat Pro 8 plug-in. It is specially designed to remove red eyes from images in real-time. Features: ￭ You can use Red Eye Pilot Plugin to remove red eyes from any RAW image, any.JPG,.JPEG,.TIFF,.TIF,.PNG or.BMP ￭ Our software can reduce red eyes in images shot from an SLR camera, and in
RAW images, videos, or graphics ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin is one of the only plug-ins that does not require any manual work. The plug-in works in real-time without any additional actions ￭ It makes it super-easy to create great photos with no red eyes ￭ With Red Eye Pilot Plugin, you can easily remove those misaligned red eyes in your graphic by using Photoshop masking ￭ A special method
ensures quick and effortless work ￭ No lines or calculations are needed ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin is easy to learn. At the end of each tutorial, we give you special tips on how you can capture the same result on your next project. You won't need to read the manual and play around with the interface to get started! Red Eye Pilot Plugin Video Tutorials: ￭ Introduction ￭ How it works ￭ Desired
results ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin works in real-time without any actions ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin works with the same results on both simple and complex images ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin helps you remove "mis-colored" red eyes ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin keeps the structure of the pupil ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin doesn't require any line calculations ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin does not require any manual
work ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin automatically calculates the best masking mode. You can apply a better mask mode on the next photo. ￭ You can save the image in a special format (.tpi) ￭ With Red Eye Pilot Plugin, you can remove red eyes from any RAW image, any.JPG,.JPEG,.TIFF,.TIF,.PNG or.BMP image ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin is one of the only plug-ins that does not require 09e8f5149f
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Red Eye Pilot Plugin is designed to make image editing fast and easy. You can use this program in Adobe Photoshop, Paint Shop Pro, Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004 with minimum time. Red Eye Pilot Plugin Program Supports: ￭ Customize the settings of the program on each photo separately using the “Folder” panel. ￭ Ability to save the image in TPI (PNG, BMP or TIFF) format ￭
Ability to open each TPI-image in the full version of the program. ￭ Advantages: ￭ Provides full control of the adjustment of the Red Eye effect on each photo of your image separately. ￭ You can create your own settings menu and apply them to each photo separately. Red Eye Pilot Plugin Download ￭ Professional Formats: ￭ The program can save the corrected images in all standard formats:
JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG, TIFF. ￭ Simple Formats: ￭ TPI (PNG, BMP or TIFF) format. ￭ Support for Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004 How to Use: ￭ Open the files that you want to use. ￭ Click on button “Create a new folder” and save the images with the extensions TPI in order to open them later. ￭ To use, simply right click the picture and choose “Red Eye Pilot” Installation: ￭ 1. Open the
program according to the instructions for opening the program on the website. ￭ 2. Run the Red Eye Pilot Plugin automatically. How to Buy? Download the installation file from this download link: Installation Notes: ￭ The program can save the corrected images in all standard formats: JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG, TIFF. ￭ Simple Formats: ￭ TPI (PNG, BMP or TIFF) format. ￭ Support for
Macromedia Fireworks MX 2004 ￭ After installation, the program will be saved in the folder that you usually run from the web. ￭ You can run this program from anywhere. The folder will not affect the current image. ￭ You can

What's New In?

￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin is useful for those who need a fast and easy solution to fixred eyes. ￭ Red eye is especially important feature for wedding photography. ￭ The purpose of Red Eye Pilot Plugin is to reduce the red color and correct eyes in real time (see a preview of the result in real time). ￭ The software can be useful to fix red eyes in photos of pets. ￭ Red Eye Pilot Plugin is an easy way
to adjust the pupil area and brightness. ￭ The results are always professional and can be saved in any format you like, even in sepia tone. ￭ You can also use special tools to fix issues caused by excessive light. ￭ The software supports most of photo editing plugins, such as: Photoshop CS2, CS3, CS4, CS5, CS6, CS7, CS8, CS9, CS10, CS2k, CS3k, CS4k, CS5k, CS6k, CS7k, CS8k, CS9k,
CS10k, CS11, CS12, CS15, CS17 ￭ The program also allows you to use many additional features (browse through them to find what you need), such as photo retouching, picture resizing, photo themes, image editing and several other useful tasks How to use the plugin: ￭ To install the program, you have to download it from the official Red Eye Pilot website, You can also use the automatic
installation feature ￭ The software interface is in English ￭ The program includes an extensive help documentation ￭ The program works with Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10, and you can even use the program in Windows 98. ￭ The program includes a standard serial number so you can protect your license ￭ When purchasing the program from the official website, you can use the
special 30-day trial version ￭ The program requires the Adobe Image Ready Plug-In for Adobe Photoshop CS4, CS5, CS5.5, CS6, CS7, CS8, CS9 and the Paint Shop Pro CS5 ￭ The software can be installed on up to 3 computers Red Eye Pilot Plugin Licence: ￭ The program can be used for personal
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